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We provide a general analytical framework for calculating the dynamics of a spin system in contact
with a bath beyond the Markov approximation. The approach is based on a systematic expansion
of the Nakashima-Zwanzig master equation in the weak-coupling limit but makes no assumption
on the time dynamics and includes all quantum coherent memory effects leading to non-Markovian
dynamics. Our results describe, for the free induction decay, the full time range from the non-
Markovian dynamics at short times, to the well-known exponential thermal decay at long times.
We provide full analytic results for the entire time range using a bath of itinerant electrons as an
archetype for universal quantum fluctuations. Furthermore, we propose a quantum thermodynamic
scheme to employ the temperature insensitivity of the non-Markovian decay to transport heat out
of the electron system and thus, by repeated re-initialisation of a cluster of spins, to efficiently cool
the electrons at very low temperatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the role of quantum effects for applica-
tions has seen an evolutionary leap forward, to the ex-
tent that a proper quantum technology based on the core
properties of quantum parallelism and entanglement is on
the rise. The success of this technology will rely on our
ability to understand and control more and more intri-
cate quantum states and their evolution. One of the main
challenges is to control the interaction of a quantum sys-
tem with its environment [1–3]. Such an interaction is
detrimental for a quantum application as it leads to the
major issue of decoherence. But it also can be used pos-
itively, as it is on the basis of quantum thermodynamics
[4–6], can be employed to manipulate the system via the
environment [7, 8] or can reveal information about the en-
vironment itself. The latter is, for instance, at the core
of magnetic resonance techniques such as Nuclear Mag-
netic Resonance and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
in which the measurable decay of individual quantum
spins is the result of their interaction with their environ-
ment [9–12]. Figure 1 shows a sketch of such a system.
It is the goal of this paper to provide a unifying frame-
work to access the system-environment correlations, and
thus to provide a direct access to the core physics that
connects the broad range of physical disciplines from the
mature field of magnetic resonance to the recent devel-
opment of quantum thermodynamics. In our approach
we bridge fully analytically from the quantum coherent
regime at short time scales to the thermodynamic regime
at long time scales. In particular, we provide a system-
atic approach to include the precise Markovian and non-
Markovian dynamics.
In common situations the number of degrees of freedom
of the environment is macroscopic. Then, although the
overall evolution remains unitary, the environment acts
as a bath in which any transmitted information is effec-
FIG. 1. Sketch of the type of system under consideration.
A localised spin I (orange arrow) is embedded in a fermionic
conductor. The interaction with the itinerant spins (collective
of dark arrows) creates a magnetic excitation in the conductor
(ripples) that shapes the dynamics of I through backaction
(bright wiggled arrows). At short enough times the mag-
netic excitation remains quantum coherent, causing a non-
Markovian imprint on the evolution of I.
tively dispersed irreversibly. The environment is called
Markovian or memoryless if during the contact with the
system it remains unaffected by the interaction in its
equilibrium state. Since a zero memory time cannot exist
physically, the Markovian property is an approximation
that is valid if the memory time is shorter than the char-
acteristic time scales of the dynamics of the quantum
system. While this approximation sufficiently describes
quantum thermodynamics, decoherence or the behaviour
of magnetic resonance and similar techniques in many
situations, it misses that during the memory time, even
if it is short, the system and environment have a joint
evolution in which in particular the excitation of the en-
vironment can act back on the system. This partially
coherent backaction not only shapes the system’s short
time dynamics but can also leave an imprint in the long
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2time behaviour in the form of a correction to the ex-
pected Markovian dynamics [13–15] or a modification of
the performance in thermal machines [16]. Such proper-
ties can thus be used passively as a diagnostic tool for the
structure of the environment. But such non-Markovian
behaviour can also be used as a novel route to actively
manipulate the environment through the quantum sys-
tem [17] or to enhance the efficiency of quantum heat
engines [18].
The non-Markovian behaviour becomes pertinent
when memory times are enhanced as it occurs by the
modern developments of reaching sub-millikelvin temper-
atures even for electronic nanostructures [19–21] and by
the design and discovery of strongly correlated materi-
als. The latter exhibit collective responses to local ex-
citations that naturally extend correlations in space and
time, and thus the memory time. Within the Markov
approximation, only the spatial signatures of strong cor-
relations have an impact on the system’s dynamics, which
is a property routinely investigated for signatures of the
strong correlation physics [22–24]. But this neglects that
the similarly strong temporal correlations delay the decay
of memory and that the dynamics must be complemented
by a concise modelling of the non-Markovian dynamics
of, for instance, a spin’s free decay in magnetic resonance.
When evolving a system under a Markovian master
equation the bath is treated as a large memoryless reser-
voir. The state of a system in contact with such a
reservoir thermalises and decays exponentially fast. In
the non-Markovian regime the backaction onto the sys-
tem by fluctuations in the bath are important as the
times are too short for the memory kernel to decay suf-
ficiently. As an exact solution can rarely be found, dif-
ferent approaches exist to incorporate the short time dy-
namics and non-Markovian effects based, for instance,
on time-convolutionless master equations [25–28] or the
Nakashima-Zwanzig equation [29, 30]. Numerical ap-
proaches include tensor network approaches [31, 32] or
projection operator methods [14, 33]. Another possibil-
ity is to calculate the ‘initial slip’ of the system and then
evolving the state within a Markovian description with
modified initial conditions [34–37] or non-perturbative
expansions [38, 39]. But any chosen approach has to
maintain the positivity of the density matrix [15, 40–42].
Closest in spirit to our approach is perhaps a Liouville-
space decomposition method [13, 43] with its emphasis
on the importance of coherent backaction.
In this paper we provide a theoretical framework for
the entire cross-over from short to long times for a spin
system coupled to a fermionic system, starting from the
exact Nakashima-Zwanzig equation. We pursue three
goals: (i) The development of the general formalism ap-
plicable to any spin and environment system. (ii) The
analysis of non-Markovian behaviour when the environ-
ment is a Fermi gas. (iii) The demonstration that non-
Markovianity can be used to actively manipulate the
environment through the proposition of a temperature
independent quantum demagnetisation cooling protocol
that goes beyond a standard thermodynamic cycle.
Although we expect the largest impact to arise from
strongly correlated systems, we have chosen for goal (ii)
an environment in the form of a non-interacting itiner-
ant fermionic system, sketched in Fig. 1. This environ-
ment is as close to a memoryless fermionic bath as possi-
ble. Nevertheless we demonstrate that it exhibits non-
Markovian effects that have a considerable impact on
both the short and long time dynamics, and thus even
for long times have an effect that cannot be captured by
a standard thermodynamic description. In addition the
simple fermionic gas shares the fact with strongly corre-
lated (critical) systems that its properties depend only
on a few global parameters, in this case the Fermi en-
ergy EF (or the band width ξ, assuming that ξ ∼ EF )
and the temperature T . The obtained results therefore
provide also a hint to what could be expected as signa-
tures of non-Markovian behaviour of correlated systems.
We furthermore present here a systematic and versatile
approach to extract the physics from the singular struc-
ture of the memory kernel in Laplace space. Goal (iii)
involves a proof of principle that the non-Markovianity
allows for an active manipulation of the environment.
Since the non-Markovianity is driven by quantum fluc-
tuations we propose to use it as a largely temperature
independent way to transport heat out of the environ-
ment. Such a method would thus make it possible to
overcome the bottleneck of diverging time scales in de-
magnetisation cooling methods which arises because the
used relaxation times scale with 1/T .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we in-
troduce the generalised master equation within the pro-
jection operator approach and its formal solution for a
particular system. This approach is a controlled expan-
sion in the interaction strength, capturing the full coher-
ent quantum dynamics for non-Markovian regime as well
as the long time evolution. Taking into account temporal
correlations in the bath we investigate how the dynamics
of the spin system is affected if a backaction from the
bath is present. In Section III we derive an analytical
solution for the dynamics of the spin system, including
the Markovian and non-Markovian decay. In Section IV
we propose a cooling protocol to utilise the short time
dynamics to overcome thermodynamic limitations in the
context of cooling an electronic system.
II. TRACKING THE FULL TIME EVOLUTION
OF A QUANTUM SYSTEM
Our aim is to determine the time evolution of a spin
system coupled to a fermionic environment including the
full quantum coherent dynamics. In particular, our work
captures the influence of memory effects on the dynam-
ics. The generic system considered here consists of an
impurity spin-1/2, e.g. a nuclear spin or a localised para-
magnetic electron spin, coupled to an electronic bath. It
3is described by the Kondo-type Hamiltonian
H =
∑
kσ
kc
†
kσckσ + b
el
z
∑
j
Sz,j + b
I
zIz +AI · Sj=0. (1)
The first term models the electronic environment with
annihilation and creation operators, ckσ and c
†
kσ. The
momenta k label all possible states with energy disper-
sion k, and σ is the spin index. The second and third
term are the Zeeman terms for the electrons and the im-
purity spin. Here Ij are the impurity spin operators, and
Sj =
∑
σ,σ′ c
†
j,στσ,σ′cj,σ′ are the electron spin operators,
written in terms of the real space operators cj,σ and the
Pauli matrix vector τ . The index j labels the position of
the electrons, where for the ease of notation we assume an
underlying lattice, but this is not essential for the physics
discussed here. For convenience we will normalise both
spin operators to dimensionless |Sj | = |Ij | = 1. We will
also assume that Ij are spin-1/2 operators since this will
make the matrix structure of the formalism used below
simpler, but this assumption is of no further importance,
and the formalism and the results can easily be extended
to larger spins. Both spin species interact through a
contact interaction with strength A. A uniform mag-
netic field Bz is applied along the z axis and we define
belz = gµBBz and b
I
z = gIµIBz, with the g-factors g for
the electrons and gI for the impurity spins, µB the Bohr
magneton, and µI the magnetic moment of the impurity
spin.
Although the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is of the Kondo-
type we emphasise that we do not consider it in the
Kondo regime for the following reasons: First, we will
focus on small ratios of A/EF , where EF is the Fermi
energy, such that the Kondo temperature is much below
any realistic situation. Second, we explicitly control def-
inite initial values for the impurity spin and focus on the
short time dynamics that would precede the development
of Kondo correlations.
In this work we assume that the electron system re-
mains non-magnetic, 〈Sz(t)〉 = 0. This allows us to sim-
plify the equations in the following while keeping all the
relevant physical aspects. However, we then also explic-
itly exclude the Knight shift. Although the latter is no-
table for embedded spins in many electron conductors
our focus is on the irreversible behaviour from quantum
and thermal fluctuations. To maintain clarity in the dis-
cussion we prefer thus to neglect the paramagnetic mag-
netisation of the electron system and its deterministic
consequences that underly the Knight shift, although we
shall in the discussion occasionally come back to the in-
fluence of the latter.
Changing into a rotating frame of reference eliminates
the impurity Zeeman term, H → H − bIzJz, with the
total angular momentum Jz = Iz +
∑
j Sz,j . The spin
operators transform as
I± → I±e±ibIzt, S±,j → S±,je±ibIzt,
Iz → Iz, Sz,j → Sz,j , (2)
where as usual
I± =
1
2
(Ix ± iIy) , S±,j = 1
2
(Sx,j ± iSy,j) . (3)
Later we shall also use the notation
I↑ =
1
2
(1 + Iz), I↓ =
1
2
(1− Iz), (4)
with 1 the identity operator. The Hamiltonian Eq. (1)
in the new reference frame can then be written as
H =
∑
k,σ
kc
†
kσckσ + bz
∑
j
Sz,j +AI · Sj=0, (5)
with bz = b
el
z − bIz.
The full dynamical behaviour of the system is encoded
in the time evolution of the reduced density matrix of the
system
ρI = Trel [ρ] , (6)
where ρ is the full density matrix of the system and the
environment. We furthermore define the projection op-
erator P such that PO = ρel ⊗ Trel[O] for any operator
O, and Q = 1−P as the complement of P . The equilib-
rium density matrix of the electronic system is denoted
as ρel in its initial state and Trel is the trace over the
electronic degrees of freedom. The Nakashima-Zwanzig
equation provides a framework to formulate an equation
of motion for the reduced density matrix ρI(t) [44, 45]
d
dt
ρI(t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt′ ΣI (t− t′) ρI(t′). (7)
In the latter equation the reduced memory kernel
ΣI(t− t′) = −iTrel
[
Le−iQL(t−t
′)QLintρel
]
, (8)
carries the information of the system’s history and its
time dependence needs to be carefully taken into ac-
count to capture the non-Markovian behaviour. We split
the Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint into two parts. The
non-interacting part H0 =
∑
k,σ kc
†
kσckσ + bz
∑
j Sz,j
describes the fermionic bath, and Hint = AI · Sj=0
is the interaction with the spin system, according to
Eq. (5). Based on these Hamiltonians we define in the
Nakashima-Zwanzig equation the Liouvillian superoper-
ators L0O = [H0, O] and LintO = [Hint, O], where O is
any operator, and L = L0 + Lint.
To solve the integro-differential equation of motion we
analyse Eq. (7) in Laplace space. If f(t) is any func-
tion of time, the Laplace transform is given by f˜(s) =∫∞
0
dt exp (−ts)f(t), for Re(s) > 0, and its application
on Eq. (7) leads to
ρ˜I(s) =
(
s1 + iΣ˜I(s)
)−1
ρI(t = 0), (9)
with the initial condition ρI(t = 0) and
Σ˜I(s) = −iTrel
[
L (s1 + iQL)−1QLintρel
]
. (10)
4Up to this point the Nakashima-Zwanzig approach is ex-
act for any Hamiltonian that can be split into interacting
and non-interacting part. A detailed derivation can also
be found Appendix A. But to make progress we shall as-
sume that A < EF such that we can expand the memory
kernel ΣI in Laplace space. We stress that this expansion
is nonperturbative because it appears in the equation of
motion and in the exponential of the time evolution of
ρI(t). This preserves the possibility of a superposition of
the infinite number of quantum fluctuations which govern
the non-Markovian behaviour. It is worth noting that the
formalism is independent on the nature of the interaction
or the actual structure of the bath.
The approach provides a controlled expansion of the
memory kernel in the interaction while keeping all the
information about the system’s past. Within the Born
approximation the correction of the memory kernel is
quadratic in the interaction term Lint, and is thus
quadratic in the coupling strength A
Σ˜BornI (s) = −iTrel
[
Lint (s1 +QL0)
−1
QLintρel
]
. (11)
Choosing the impurity spin as a basis, i.e. the space
spanned by the spin operators {I↑, I↓, I−, I+}, allows us
to decompose any operator into a part that only acts on
the bath and a part that only acts on the system. Within
this basis the reduced density matrix decomposes as
ρI = ρ↑I↑ + ρ↓I↓ + ρ−I− + ρ+I+, (12)
such that 〈Iβ〉 = TrI [IβρI ] = Iρβ , where β =↑, ↓,−,+
and TrI is the trace over the system’s degrees of freedom.
The superoperators can then be represented by 4 × 4
matrices acting on the reduced density matrix vector
(ρ↑, ρ↓, ρ−, ρ+)T [38]. In the following, we use square
brackets [O] to denote this matrix representation of a
superoperator O. The memory kernel
[
Σ˜BornI (s)
]
in its
matrix representation takes the form
[
Σ˜BornI (s)
]
=
 F1 −F2 0 0−F1 F2 0 00 0 F− + Fz 0
0 0 0 F+ + Fz
 . (13)
The entries of the memory kernel are the Laplace trans-
forms of spin-spin correlation functions Fj(s). The
derivation of Eq. (13) including the spin-spin correlators
Fj can be found in Appendix B.
Since the Hamiltonian H0 describing the electronic
environment is spin conserving the matrix entries in
Eq. (13) that do no conserve the electron spin are zero,
and the remaining terms F1,2,±,z describe variants of
〈S∓S±〉 or 〈SzSz〉 electron spin correlators (see Ap-
pendix B). The memory kernel Σ˜I takes into account
electronic quantum fluctuations induced by an excitation
of the impurity spin. Due to the Pauli principle such fluc-
tuations are dominated by particle-hole excitations at the
Fermi level. These propagate through the bath and act
Re[s]
Im[s]
Markov pole
0
non-Markovian poles
FIG. 2. Sketch of the pole structure in Laplace space. The
orange point marks the Markov pole with finite negative real
part giving the exponential decay. The non-Markovian poles
in purple contribute to the dynamics at all temperatures. In
the zero-field limit bIz = 0, the poles shift onto the real axis.
The black dashed lines indicate the semi-circular Bromwich
contour for the inverse Laplace transform.
back onto the impurity spin, creating an effective time-
retarded coupling of the impurity spin with itself. Thus,
before reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium regime
the impurity spin is correlated with its initial state.
With the memory kernel in the matrix representation
of Eq. (13) the solution of Eq. (10) is a simple matrix
inversion. The application of the inverse Laplace trans-
form on this solution then provides the full time evolution
of the density matrix ρ˜I(s) → ρI(t). For the longitudi-
nal and transverse component, ρz(t) = ρ↑(t)− ρ↓(t) and
ρ±(t) this yields
ρz(t) =
∫ i∞+λ
−i∞+λ
ds
2pii
est
sρz(t = 0) + iF2(s)− iF1(s)
s [s+ iF1(s) + iF2(s)]
,
(14)
ρ±(t) =
∫ i∞+λ
−i∞+λ
ds
2pii
est
ρ±(t = 0)
s+ iF±(s) + iFz(s)
, (15)
where λ is a real number such that all singularities of the
integrand lie to the left of the integration contour. Notice
that at this order of approximation the equations for ρz
and ρ± decouple. Any cross dependence would require
a further expansion of the memory kernel which is be-
yond our current interest. The quantities ρz,±(t = 0) are
the initial states described by the corresponding density
matrix. The full time evolution of the reduced density
matrix is determined by the complex contour integration
along the Bromwich contour shown in Fig. 2. The dy-
namical behaviour is dominated by the location of the
integrand’s poles or branch cuts in Laplace space. Such
singular structures in Laplace space correspond directly
to a collective response of the physical system, and in
much of our following discussion we shall read off directly
the physical consequences from the position of the poles.
In general we must distinguish between two types of
singular structures. The Markov approximation consists
5of neglecting any s dependence of the F1,2,±,z(s) func-
tions and picking up the simple pole at s = −i[F1(0) +
F2(0)] in Eq. (14) or s = −i[F±(0)+Fz(0)] in Eq. (15). If
we keep the full s dependence there remains a pole near
these values which we shall continue calling the Markov
pole. From the residuum theorem this pole leads to a
purely exponential decay of the initial state, characteris-
tic for the memoryless Markov behaviour. The time scale
for this decay is set by the residue of the Markovian pole
which corresponds to the spin-lattice relaxation time T1
for the longitudinal decay and the spin-spin relaxation or
decoherence time T2 for the transverse decay.
In addition to the Markov pole the full s dependence
of the denominators can lead to further singularities. At
zero temperature these can take the form of branch cuts
but at any finite temperature these cuts split into infi-
nite sequences of poles with a spacing proportional to
the temperature. We shall call these poles the non-
Markovian poles. Although each pole leads to an ex-
ponential decay the superposition of an infinity of them
results in an overall decay that is slower than an exponen-
tial and this represent the non-Markovian memory effect
from the backaction of the bath. This memory effect is
eventually suppressed by thermal fluctuations so that the
non-Markovian decay is only substantial on times shorter
than the memory time τT ∼ ~/kBT set by the tempera-
ture. The crossover behaviour with respect to the time
τT can indeed be understood as follows: The separation
between the non-Markovian poles is proportional to the
temperature T . At short times a large number of these
poles contribute to the integral and the time evolution is
non-exponential. In particular, in the limit T → 0 the
poles merge to a branch cut causing the typical algebraic
decay of a fermionic response. At larger times, at T > 0,
the number of poles contributing with a non-negligible
amplitude shrinks until at t > τT the decay is essentially
described by the exponential arising from the pole closest
to the Markov pole. Since the non-Markovian decay is
then faster than the Markovian decay the non-Markovian
behaviour becomes invisible when t passes the time set
by the thermal fluctuations.
This description of how the singular structure of the
denominator of Eqs. (14) and (15) shapes the time range
over which non-Markovian effects are notable is general,
and the same qualitative behaviour will occur for any
bath. To become quantitative we need to focus on a
specific type of bath.
III. MEMORY EFFECTS IN A SIMPLE METAL
The existence of the rich pole structure discussed above
indicates already that the non-Markovian behaviour is a
universal feature and does not depend on specific system
and bath types. To illustrate this generality we show
that the effect already appears in the simplest possible
fermionic bath, a Fermi gas. Although a simple system
the latter fully encodes a many-body response since the
spin fluctuations are strongly constrained by the Pauli
principle. As such a free Fermi gas is already prototypi-
cal to more involved correlated electron systems and has
the advantage that all calculations can be performed ex-
plicitly. The full system is described by the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (5). For simplicity we assume that the system is
not magnetised, 〈Sx,y,z〉 = 0 even if a small magnetic field
is applied. This is a reasonable assumption for metals in
which EF largely exceeds the Zeeman energy but this
also excludes explicitly the Knight shift. As mentioned
earlier this makes the discussion of the irreversible be-
haviour of the spin dynamics more transparent, and a
later inclusion of the Knight shift is straightforward.
To start we shall assume that the magnetic field is zero.
Due to the full SU(2) symmetry of the combined system
we then have
F1(s) = F2(s) = F±(s) = Fz(s), (16)
which allows us to express all correlators in terms of Fz
(see Appendix B),
Fz(s) =
A2
2i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ts〈{Sz,j=0(t), Sz,j=0(0)}〉. (17)
Here 〈O〉 denotes the average over the electronic equi-
librium state, Trel[Oρel], for any operator O and {·, ·} is
the anti-commutator. A detailed derivation of the an-
alytic expression for the spin-spin correlators are pre-
sented in Appendix C. Since the electronic Hamiltonian
is quadratic the spin-spin correlators decouple into simple
fermionic expectation values and Eq. (17) reduces essen-
tially to integrations over Fermi functions and exponen-
tials. For a conventional metal with an approximately
constant density of states about the Fermi energy the
only relevant parameter for the universal low energy be-
haviour is the electron temperature T . This results in
two distinct regimes for the spin-spin correlator Fz(s).
In the region where Re(s) < kBT/~ thermal fluctuations
determine the system’s dynamics. On the other hand, for
Re(s) > kBT/~ quantum fluctuations are the dominant
contributions and memory effects arise from particle-hole
fluctuations about the Fermi level.
The correlators Fj(s) are proportional to the interac-
tion A2 due to the Born approximation of the memory
kernel Σ˜I(s). In the following we use a small expansion
parameter α set by the interaction strength A and the
density of states at the Fermi level ν0
α = (ν0A)
2
. (18)
Generally, ν0 ∼ E−1F with EF the Fermi energy, such
that α ∼ (A/EF )2. We assume that α is small, in fact,
we already assumed the interaction strength A between
system and environment is small, such that the Born ap-
proximation for the equation of motion is justified. Com-
pared to the Kondo problem we are thus in a regime,
where the perturbation theory does not break down and
the effective coupling does not diverge. The spin-spin
6correlation functions for a bath modelled as a Fermi gas
up to O(α) (see Appendix C for details) can be written
as
Fz(s) = iα
[
F (s) +G(s)
]
, (19)
with
F (s) = −pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
, (20)
G(s) = −pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
−iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
, (21)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant,
ψ(z) = [ ddzΓ(z)]/Γ(z) is the digamma function
with Γ(z) Euler’s Gamma function, and ξ ∼ EF is a high
energy cutoff on the order of the Fermi energy (or the
bandwidth). The details on the derivation can be found
in Appendix C. Although F (s) and G(s) are almost
identical we shall need both of them to unambiguously
express the correlators at nonzero magnetic field (see
below).
Equations (20) and (21) are universal in that they cap-
ture exactly the low energy fluctuations of the electronic
excitations. All high energy fluctuations depending on
the non-universal details of the band structure are ab-
sorbed in the cutoff ξ within the logarithms. The latter
contribute only weakly to the dynamics of the spin I at
very short times t < ~/ξ. This allows us to focus on the
universal behaviour at longer times in the following, fully
encoded in F (s) and G(s).
The existence of quantum critical correlations in F (z)
is best visible in the limit T → 0. Then the digamma
function ψ has the asymptotes of a logarithm and the T
dependence in the logarithm cancels, which leads to
Fz(s) ∼ 2iαs ln
(
s
ξ
)
. (22)
This result also conveniently bypasses a direct T = 0
calculation which would be much more involved. A loga-
rithmic behaviour of spin-spin correlators as in Eq. (22)
signals the existence of an underlying Kondo effect. How-
ever, by preparing a well defined state ρI(t = 0) and
maintaining small α the onset of Kondo physics even at
very low temperatures is either absent or would occur at
rather long times. This is not our focus and we shall take
the limit T → 0 under the assumption that the Kondo
temperature TK fulfils TK < T . However, the existence
of the logarithm clearly indicates the existence of coher-
ent many-body fluctuations.
The coherence disappears with increasing temperature,
and indeed at large kBT  s the digamma function ψ
tends to a constant that can be absorbed in the cutoff
ξ → ξ′, and we find that
Fz(s) ∼ −2αipikBT + 2iαs ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
. (23)
The s independent term corresponds to the Markov ap-
proximation and will thus cause the standard exponential
decay. The second term provides the further renormali-
sation from the electron fluctuations. In this high tem-
perature limit this correction is proportional to s and
thus causes only a reduction of the Markovian decay
amplitude. But for s > kBT , which means for times
t < ~/kBT , the effects caused by the quantum correla-
tions cause a significant deviation from the Markovian
exponential behaviour.
Before evaluating this dynamics through Eqs. (14)
and (15) we should recall that this Fz(s) incorporates
the dynamics at zero field. An investigation for bIz 6= 0
requires to reintroduce field dependent phase factors in
the correlation functions, leading to shifts of the argu-
ments of F (s) and G(s). From Eqs. (C10) to (C14) we
have
F1(s) = iα
[
F
(
s− ibIz
)
+G
(
s+ ibIz
)]
, (24)
F2(s) = iα
[
F
(
s+ ibIz
)
+G
(
s− ibIz
)]
, (25)
F−(s) = Fz
(
s+ ibIz
)
, (26)
F+(s) = Fz
(
s− ibIz
)
, (27)
Fz(s) = Fz(s), (28)
with Fz(s) as given in Eq. (23). The full time evolution of
the reduced density matrix is obtained through Eq. (14)
and Eq. (15). In the latter equations the contour integra-
tion is evaluated through the zeros of the denominators
s+ iF1(s) + iF2(s) and s+ iF±(s) + iFz(s), respectively.
Since Fz,1,2,± are proportional to α there are two types
of zeros. First there is a zero at s ∼ α, leading to what
we have called the Markov pole in the previous section.
Second there is a sequence of zeros near the poles of the
digamma function ψ. Indeed, in the vicinity of a pole,
ψ can raise to ψ ∼ 1/α such that αψ ∼ 1, which in
turn can compensate the remaining terms in the denom-
inator. Since the digamma function ψ(z) has poles at
z = 0,−1,−2, . . . this leads to a dynamics governed by
the quantum fluctuations of the Fermi gas expressed by
the ψ term, and above we called these poles the non-
Markovian poles. The resulting behaviour will be calcu-
lated explicity in the next subsections.
For ρz it should also be noted that, in Eq. (14), there
is a further pole at s = 0. This corresponds to the equi-
librium value 〈Iz〉 = Iρz(t → ∞) and we will include it
in the discussion of the Markov behaviour.
A. Markovian Decay
The Markov approximation neglects the s dependence
of the spin-spin correlation functions Eqs. (24) to (28) by
assuming that the system does not have a memory time,
i.e. the equation of motion Eq. (7) is time-local. The
corresponding Markov pole is on the order of s ∼ α and
has a negative real part. This leads to an exponential
decay of the density matrix components governed by the
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FIG. 3. Scaling behaviour of the T1 and T2 times given
in Eqs. (29) and (30) as a function of the ratio of magnetic
field to temperature, bIz/2kBT . Plotted is TT1,2/κ where T
is temperature and κ = ~/4αpikB the Korringa constant. At
bIz = 0 the SU(2) symmetry imposes T1 = T2 and we have
T1,2 = κT . At nonzero field the equality of T1 and T2 is lifted
and both times become shorter. In the limit of very large bIz
we obtain T2 = 2T1. The inset shows how the ratio T2/T1
evolves for the same bIz/2kBT values as in the main plot.
decay times T1,2 = −1/Re(s), with the relaxation time
T1 and the dephasing time T2 describing the evolution of
ρz and ρ± respectively.
We have thus to solve for s+ iF1(s) + iF2(s) = 0 and
s+iF+(s)+iF−(s) = 0 for general bIz under the condition
s ∼ α. As a general strategy we shall profit from the
smallness of α to expand the position s of the poles and
their residues to order α. However, to capture the full
time dynamics nonperturbatively we must not expand
the time dependent exponentials est. The details of this
calculation for the Markov part are given in Appendix D.
From the real part of the corresponding Markov poles we
obtain the decay times
T1 =
~
2αpibIz
tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
, (29)
T2 =
~ tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
2αpikBT tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
+ αpibIz
. (30)
In the zero-field limit bIz = 0 these expressions become
T1 = T2 =
~
4αpikBT
, (31)
which recovers the Korringa relation TT1 = κ of Fermi
liquids [46–49], with κ = ~/4αpikB the Korringa con-
stant. Expressed in κ, Eq. (29) coincides with the mag-
netic field dependent decay times found in the literature
[48–50]. Furthermore the equality T1 = T2 is the con-
sequence of the SU(2) symmetry of the system. This
is in contrast to systems with a broken SU(2) symme-
try, in which T2 = 2T1 can be achieved [48, 49, 51, 52].
The latter result can also obtained in the present case by
introducing a symmetry breaking through the magnetic
field. Indeed in the limit bIz  kBT , Eqs. (29) and (30)
become T1 = ~/2αpibIz and T2 = ~/αpibIz, and we recover
T2 = 2T1. In Fig. 3 we show the universal behaviour
of TT1,2/κ as a function of b
I
z/2kBT . It is notable that
T2 fulfils for any nonzero field T1 < T2 < 2T1 and that
the upper limit T2 = 2T1 is reached only rather slowly
for large bIz values, which is best seen through the ratio
T2/T1 shown in the inset of Fig. 3.
From Appendix D we obtain then the Markovian part
of the time evolution
ρMz (t) = ρ
eq
z
+
[ρz(t = 0)− ρeqz ] e−t/T1
1− 4α
{
ln
(
2pikBT
ξ
)
+ Re
[
ψ
(
1 +
ibIz
2pikBT
)]} , (32)
ρM± (t) =
ρ±(t = 0)e−t/T2eitω±
1− 2α
[
2 ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
+ ψ
(
1∓ ibIz2pikBT
)] , (33)
where ρeqz is the paramagnetic equilibrium magnetisation
corresponding to complete thermalisation with the elec-
tronic bath,
ρeqz = − tanh
(
bIz
2pikBT
)
, (34)
and where the transverse component contains a spin pre-
cession described by the frequency
ω± = ∓2αb
I
z
~
{
ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
+ Re
[
ψ
(
1∓ ib
I
z
2pikBT
)]}
.
(35)
In the latter expressions ξ′ is an inessential renormalisa-
tion of ξ obtained by absorbing a constant ψ(1)/2 in the
cutoff. Through a similar further shift of the cutoff to ξ′′
we can rewrite the zero field expressions as
ρMz,±(t) =
ρz,±(t = 0)e−t/T1,2
1− 4α ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′′
) , (36)
with ξ′′ = ξ exp(−ψ(1)).
Notice that in contrast to the standard Markovian de-
cay we have kept an O(α) correction in the amplitudes
of Eqs. (32), (33) and (36). This results from keep-
ing the s dependence in Fz,1,2,±(s) instead of setting
in the latter functions s = 0 and solving, for instance,
s + iF1(0) + iF2(0) = 0. As a consequence the weight
of the amplitudes is reduced from 1 to [1 − O(α)]. This
effect alone already indicates the presence of the further
non-Markovian decay terms and that the latter have an
amplitude of order α.
The Markovian decay according to Eqs. (32) and (33)
is shown in Fig. 4 for initial conditions ρz(t = ~ξ−1) = 1
and ρ±(t = ~ξ−1) = 1, respectively. In the zero-field
limit, the evolution of ρz(t) and ρ±(t) are identical (or-
ange curve). For bIz > 0, both T1 and T2 times decrease.
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FIG. 4. Decay of the reduced density matrix as a func-
tion of time. The solid orange curve shows the decay at zero
field bIz = 0 at which ρ
M
z = ρ
M
± and T1 = T2. The chosen
parameters are α = 10−3 and kBT = ξ/200, and time is plot-
ted in units of τT = ~/2pikBT . The further curves show the
time dependence a rather large field bIz = 4pikBT = 2~/τT at
which the T1,2 times become shorter and ρ
M
± becomes oscil-
lating through exp(iω±t). Shown are ρMz (solid, blue) as well
as |ρM± |, ρMx = Re[ρ±], and ρMy = ±Im[ρM± ] (various dashes,
purple). Notice that for bIz > 0 the spin ρ
M
z (t = 0) = +1
is initialised against the magnetic field and the equilibrium
value is therefore negative, ρeqz < 0.
In the figure we show the decay for a rather large field
bIz = 2pikBT in which ρ
eq
z = − tanh(1) ≈ −0.76 is sig-
nificant (blue curve), and the effect of exp(iω±t) in ρM±
becomes visible since ω± ∼ 1/T2 (purple dashed curves).
Such oscillations renormalise the normal precession from
the spin in the magnetic field that we have removed by
going to the rotating frame. As such their is similar to
the Knight shift which we have neglected in the present
treatment but which also adds to the eigenfrequency. But
in contrast to the Knight shift the ω± have a strong non-
linear magnetic field dependence. They are only propor-
tional to bIz at low fields but for b
I
z > 2pikBT are strongly
sub-linear and eventually, at very strong fields, change
sign.
B. Non-Markovian Contributions
Apart from the isolated Markov pole we find an in-
finite sequence of poles close to the singularities of the
spin-spin correlators Eqs. (24) to (28). While for the
Markov poles s ∼ α the s values of these new poles
are to leading order independent of α. Expressions like
s + iF1(s) + iF2(s) can then only be zero if a diver-
gence of order 1/α compensates their small α ampli-
tude. This means that the s have to lie near the sin-
gularities of F and G. For F (s) and G(s) as given by
Eqs. (20) and (21) the divergences are governed by the
singularities of the digamma functions ψ (1 + s/2pikBT )
and ψ
(
1 + (s± ibIz)/2pikBT
)
. The digamma function
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FIG. 5. Plot of the non-Markovian evolution of ρz and ρ± ac-
cording to Eqs. (37) and (38). The solid orange curve shows
ρnMz = ρ
nM
± at zero magnetic field. These curves remain al-
most unchanged for fields bIz up to a significant fraction of
kBT although for b
I
z > 4αpikBT slow oscillations appear due
to the function h. But the oscillations are strongly damped
and only visible for strong magnetic fields. For illustration
we choose a strong field bIz = 4pikBT = 2~/τT . The solid blue
curve then shows ρnMz and the various purple dashed lines
|ρnM± |, ρnMx = Re[ρnM± ], and ρnMy = ±Im[ρnM± ]. As in Fig. 4 we
have chosen α = 10−3 and kBT = ξ/200.
ψ(1 + z) has simple poles at z = −1,−2, . . . and in their
vicinity we find the necessary ψ(1 + z) ∼ 1/α behaviour.
This allows us to systematically expand the denomina-
tors of Eqs. (14) and (15), and pick up the residues to
order α. The detailed calculation is done in Appendix E.
Remarkably we can do the summation over the residues
exactly and the resulting non-Markovian contributions to
ρz and ρ± are given by
ρnMz (t) = −4αe−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT )
× h(t, bIz)[ρz(t = 0)− ρeqz ], (37)
ρnM± (t) = −4αe±ibzt/2~e−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT )
× h(t, bIz/2)ρ±(t = 0), (38)
with τT = ~/2pikBT the thermal time and h(t, bIz) the
function
h(t, bIz) = cosh
(
t
~
√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
)
− 4αpikBT√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
sinh
(
t
~
√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
)
.
(39)
Notice that the characteristic decay time for these non-
Markovian parts is τT and not T1,2 which would be by
1/α longer. This is not surprising as temperature fluc-
tuations erase any memory effect. However, it is notable
is that we have obtained an explicit prescription of the
non-Markovian quantum behaviour within the memory
time. At low magnetic fields, the scale free nature of
the Fermi gas becomes manifest in that temperature is
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FIG. 6. Full time evolution of the reduced density matrix components ρz and ρ±. (a) Evolution of ρz = ρ±(t) (solid orange
curve) at zero magnetic field, bIz = 0 in comparison with the standard pure Markov approximation ρ(z) = e
−t/T1,2 (dotted
black curve). The non-Markovian behaviour is dominant in the grey area at times t < τT = ~/2pikBT , after which ρz,±(t)
cross over in an exponential decay parallel to the pure Markovian exponential. The offset is marked as an ‘initial slip’ and is
measurable through the extrapolation of the Markovian behaviour to time t = 0 (dashed pale-orange line). (b) Evolution of
ρz (blue) and |ρ±| (purple) at nonzero field bIz = 4pikBT = 2~/τT , in comparison again with the pure Markovian exponential
decays e−t/T1,2 (dotted black lines). (c) Evolution on a logarithmic time scale. The solid curves are identical to those in (b).
For the dashed curves a very large field of bIz = 40pikBT = 20~/τT was chosen to illustrate the oscillations induced through the
function h(t, bIz) in both ρz and |ρ±|. In all plots the parameters are α = 10−3 and kBT = ξ/200 as in Figs. 4 and 5 and the
spurious divergences of the non-Markovian behaviour as t→ 0 have been cut off by starting the curves at a time t ∼ ~/ξ.
the only scaling parameter for the dynamic behaviour.
Larger magnetic fields introduce a further scale to the
system. But we see that their effect is limited, enter-
ing in a nontrivial way only through h(t, bIz). The latter
causes either only a small renormalisation of the over-
all decay for bIz < 4αpikBT , or the addition of further,
rather slow oscillations for bIz > 4αpikBT . These oscilla-
tions are similar to the Knight shift type effect of ω± for
the Markov contribution but they appear here for both
ρnM± and ρ
nM
z (see Fig. 5), and with different onset fields
and frequencies due to the dependence through h(t, bIz/2)
and h(t, bIz), respectively. At zero-field, the evolution of
ρnMz and ρ
nM
± coincide (Fig. 5, orange curve). It should
finally be noted that Eq. (39) has been derived under
the assumption that the maximally considered bIz does
not excessively exceed 2pikBT . Nevertheless, we expect
that (39) remains a good approximation even in the limit
bIz  2pikBT because corrections to the derivation done
in Appendix E can only weakly renormalise the position
of the non-Markovian poles.
C. Total Decay and Limits
The full time evolution of the reduced density matrix
is the sum of the Markovian and the non-Markovian con-
tributions, given for ρz by Eqs. (32) and (37) and for ρ±
by Eqs. (33) and (38). These results cover the univer-
sal dynamics for all times t > ~/ξ, with a domination of
the non-Markovian decay for t < τT = ~/2pikBT and a
crossover to the standard Markovian exponential decay
at t > τT . For times t < ~/ξ the evolution is nonuniversal
but from an expansion of Eq. (7) around t = 0 for small
times we see that the onset of the decay is quadratic
in time, ρ ≈ 1 − iΣ(0)t2/2, and hence causes only a
very small lowering of the amplitudes before the onset
of the universal behaviour. The latter starts logarithmi-
cally ∼ ln(ξt/~) for both ρz and ρ±. This is indeed the
signature of a Fermi edge singularity many-body reaction
[53–56] that is triggered by the local spin-spin interaction,
and this behaviour would turn into Kondo correlations if
the interaction could cause an arbitrary number of spin
flips [57, 58].
In Fig. 6 we show the full decay of the different com-
ponents in the cross-over region from non-Markovian to
Markovian behaviour around t ∼ τT . Panel (a) shows the
comparison of ρz = ρ± at bIz = 0 with a pure Markovian
exponential decay ρ(t) = e−t/T1,2 . Since the Markovian
decay times T1,2 are on the order of τT /α (far outside
the plotted range) any focus on times around T1,2 misses
the non-Markovian behaviour. However, since the non-
Markovian amplitude is on the order of α, the amplitude
of the Markovian decay is reduced from 1 to [1−O(α)].
The fast non-Markovian decay thus results in a fast ini-
tial slip [13, 34–37], a systematic offset of the amplitude
of O(α) at all times t > τT , which we show at zero field
in panel (a) and at nonzero field in panel (b). The offset
is detectable by extrapolating the Markovian behaviour
back to time t = 0 [light dashed line in panel (a)]. In
panel (c) we use a logarithmic time scale to enhance
the visibility of the non-Markovian features at a field
bz ∼ kBT (solid lines), and at a field bz  kBT (dashed
lines) at which the oscillations in h(t, bIz) become visible.
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IV. MANIPULATING THE ENVIRONMENT:
COOLING PROTOCOL
The notable feature of the non-Markovian decay is that
it is fast and initially always temperature independent.
It may thus be possible to put this property to use in
an application that depends on the decay of the spin
system but is in practice limited by the diverging T1,2
times at very low temperatures. Such a situation indeed
arises in cooling techniques based on a cold spin system.
Adiabatic demagnetisation is a standard technique that
allows reaching very low temperatures of a spin system
such that the latter can be used as a refrigerant for cool-
ing another system [50]. The technique relies on the fact
that the entropy of the spin system depends on the ratio
of magnetic field and spin temperature, B/TI , such that
the adiabatic reduction of an initially strong magnetic
field leads to lower and lower spin temperatures TI . But
the efficiency as a refrigerant then depends further on
the thermal equilibration between the spin system and
the rest of the system, including the lattice as well as
the electrons. This process relies on the relaxation of the
spin system which is governed by the T1 time. The Ko-
rringa relation T1 ∝ 1/T provides the crucial bottleneck
in that the increasingly long relaxation times at low tem-
peratures make the cooling ineffective against heat leaks.
For instance, nuclear spins in rhodium can be cooled to
temperatures below 100 pK but the electron and phonon
temperatures are limited to about 0.1 mK likely due to
this effect [59, 60]. In other bulk metals such as plat-
inum electron temperatures of 1.5 µK can be reached
[61] but also here a notable discrepancy with the nuclear
spin temperature of 0.3 µK persist. More challenging is
the cooling of semiconductors or nanostructures because
of their much lower thermal conductivity, and the lowest
reached electron temperatures are here in the mK range
[19–21, 62, 63].
In the following we thus examine the possibility of us-
ing the temperature independent non-Markovian decay
to transport heat out of the electron bath to speed up the
slow thermal relaxation process described by the Marko-
vian decay. Quantum thermodynamic cooling protocols
explicitly based on non-equilibrium physics have been
suggested before (see e.g. Refs. [8, 64–66]). We comple-
ment these proposals by using our explicit knowledge of
the non-Markovian decay to design a novel protocol with
a strong focus on speeding up the cooling process. We
should also note that such a cooling protocol goes be-
yond a thermodynamic cycle because intensive thermo-
dynamic quantities such as the spin temperature cannot
be defined during the quantum coherent evolution. Since
the non-Markovian decay has an amplitude of order α,
this approach needs repeated re-initialisation of the spin
system. This could be done, for instance, through fem-
tosecond resolved optical pumping of electron spins [67]
or nuclear spins [68, 69], by optical pumping of hole spins
[70], or by partial measurements [71].
In Fig. 7 this idea is sketched. We show the heat ∆Q
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FIG. 7. Illustration of the heat transported out of the elec-
tronic bath as a function of time. The purple line sketches the
conventional relaxation based on the Markovian decay (after
the initial slip), where the cooling time scale is set by T1. The
orange curve sketches the proposed speed up by a cooling pro-
tocol based on a repetition of the initial non-Markovian de-
cay by repeated re-initialisations of the spin state. The inset
shows the spin state on the Bloch sphere at different stages
of one cooling cycle.
transported out of the electronic system as a function of
time. We will see in Eq. (42) below that ∆Q is propor-
tional to the decay of ρz. Therefore ∆Q has a fast initial
non-Markovian decay followed by a slow relaxation set
by the relaxation time T1 (dark purple curve). Through
a repeated resetting of the spin polarisation at the end of
the non-Markovian regime as shown in the inset, we can
repeat the fast initial drop of ∆Q and transport heat out
of the system more quickly (bright orange curve).
The curve shows of course an idealised situation and
the cooling effect must be complemented by the possible
repeat time, the reheating by the pumping, and the in-
fluence of external heat leaks. Our goal in the following
analysis is to demonstrate under which conditions such a
cooling protocol can become effective, and to show that
this can be achievable with state of the art techniques.
Instead of a single impurity spin I we require now a
macroscopic ensemble of such spins. But if the direct
interaction between these spins is weak we can treat each
spin individually and use the results found in the previous
sections. Without spin-spin interaction the impurity spin
Hamiltonian HI becomes
HI =
NI∑
i=1
µIgIBzI
z
i , (40)
which is the same as the Zeeman term in Eq. (1) but now
with the index i = 1, . . . , NI labelling the impurity spins
Ii. Under the assumption of independent spins and the
assumption that we can neglect the coupling between the
impurity spins mediated through the electron system, we
can write the reduced density matrix for the spin system
as the product ρI = ρI,1⊗· · ·⊗ρI,NI . Assuming identical
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initial conditions the time evolution of ρI consists of NI
copies of the same evolution of a single spin.
The energy current JI of the spin system can then be
defined by
JI =
d
dt
Trel[HIρ], (41)
such that JI > 0 corresponds to an energy flow from
the environment into the spin system. The heat ∆Q(t)
transferred up to a time t is given by
∆Q(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′JI(t′) = NIµngIBzI [ρz(t)− ρz(0)] ,
(42)
where ρz(t) is the decay of a single representative spin
and the factor NI takes the ensemble into account. To
focus on the non-Markovian decay in ∆Q we consider
time scales t τT at which, from Eq. (37), the dynamics
of ρz(t) becomes temperature independent and leads to
∆Q(t) = −4αQzρ0 ln
(
ξt
~
)
, (43)
with Qz = NIµngIBzI = NIb
I
z and ρ0 = [ρz(0)− ρeqz ].
The spins absorb energy if ∆Q < 0 and therefore the
spins should initially minimise their Zeeman energy such
that Bz[ρz(0) − ρeqz ] < 0. For Bz > 0 this means we
should choose ρz(0) ≈ −1, corresponding indeed to the
ground state of ultracold spins, instead of the highly ex-
cited ρz(0) = +1 chosen for illustration in the previous
sections. We then obtain ρ0 = −[1− tanh(bIz/2pikBT )] =
−|ρ0|. For an optimal cooling the amplitude Bz|ρ0|
should be as large as possible, but large Bz lead to a
small |ρ0|. Since |ρ0| depends on the ratio bIz/2ıkBT the
optimum is obtained by tuning bIz to the order of 2pikBT ,
and consequently Bz|ρ0| ∼ T .
We now want to consider a cooling cycle where we
utilise the temperature independent non-Markovian de-
cay to transfer heat from the electronic bath into the
impurity spin system. The relevant time scale for the
duration of one cycle is ∆t + τr, where ∆t  T1 is the
time interval of the spin decay in the fast non-Markovian
regime and τr the time needed to re-initialise the impu-
rity spin. In the inset of Fig. 7 a sketch of the cooling
cycle and the corresponding state of the impurity spin on
the Bloch sphere is shown. In the short time ∆t the spin
decays by a small amplitude proportional to α, according
to Eq. (37). After the initial slip the impurity spin needs
to be projected back onto its initial state, during which
the system is necessarily reheated by an amount Qr.
The total heat Qel transferred out of the electron sys-
tem over NP such cooling cycles can then be written as
Qel(t) =NP [−∆Q(∆t) +Qr] + tJQext, (44)
where −∆Q(∆t) is the non-Markovian cooling per cy-
cle, Qr the heat deposited during each re-initialisation
process, and tJQext takes into account external heat leaks
generating a continuous inflowing heat current JQext. The
total time t of the process is NP (∆t+ τr).
Cooling is possible if Qel < 0. By dividing Eq. (44)
by NP |4αQzρ0| and absorbing Qr/|4αQzρ0| in the loga-
rithm we can write this condition as
qext < qcp, (45)
where
qcp =
τ0
∆t+ τr
ln
(
∆t
τ0
)
(46)
is a dimensionless quantity measuring the efficiency of
the cooling protocol,
qext =
τ0J
Q
ext
|4αQzρ0| (47)
measures the influence of the external heat leaks, and
τ0 = ~ξ−1 exp(Qr/|4αQzρ0|) (48)
sets the characteristic time for the protocol. The time
τ0 should fulfil τ0 < τT as only then the non-Markovian
decay is effective. This provides a condition on Qr,
Qr < |4αQzρ0| log(ξτT /~). (49)
Since Qzρ0 should be chosen proportional to T this
condition puts a not surprising constraint on the low-
est reachable temperatures set by the heating by re-
initialisation. Since the dependence of the protocol on
the re-initialisation time τr is less important, an optimi-
sation through the interaction time τr should be possible.
Notice also that a tuneability exists through the electron
density as ξ ∼ EF .
The influence of the external heat leaks is assessed
through Eq. (45). Figure 8 shows qcp as a function of
∆t/τ0 in comparison with a choice of qext. The shaded
area marks the parameter region where Eq. (45) is ful-
filled and cooling the system with the pumping proto-
col is possible. There is naturally a maximum heat leak
qext = q
max
ext beyond which cooling is no longer possible,
indicated by the maximum of the curve. Maximising the
amount of heat that can be carried out of the electronic
system throughout the whole cooling process leads to an
optimal time ∆t between pulses
∆topt = τ0e
1+W (τr/eτ0) = τr/W (τr/eτ0), (50)
with e is Euler’s number and W (z) the Lambert W
function, defined as the inverse of the function z(W ) =
W exp(W ). If z = τr/eτ0  1, large heating by the
pumping is implied and W (z) ≈ z/e, i.e. ∆t ∼ τ0. In the
opposite limit z = τr/eτ0  1 we have W (z) ≈ ln(z),
which leads to ∆t ∼ τr. Upon the constraint of Eq. (49)
we see that ∆topt is thus within the range set by τr and
τT .
Taking Eq. (44) we can estimate how many pump cy-
cles are possible by looking at the temperature of the
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FIG. 8. Plot of the condition imposed by Eq. (45) as a func-
tion of ∆t/τ0. The curve shows qcp for τr/τ0 = 10 in compar-
ison with an arbitrarily chosen external heat leak qext. The
shaded area marks the region where qcp > qext and cooling is
possible. The orange dashed line marks the maximum value
qmaxext for an external heat leak. The black dashed line marks
the optimal time ∆topt for the most efficient heat transport.
The T1 time in this type of graph should generally lie at large
time far outside the plotted range.
electronic system Tel(t), assuming an equilibrium state
of the bath itself,
Tel(t) = Tel(0) +
Qel(t)
Cel
, (51)
where Cel is the specific heat for the electronic system.
Before we start pumping the system we can assign an
initial temperature TI(0) to the impurity spins. Although
through the pumping and re-initialisations the concept
of a spin temperature TI becomes no longer meaningful,
we shall use TI(0) as a lower, but due to the temperature
dependence of qcp and τ0 maybe optimistic bound for the
final electronic temperature. Setting thus the minimum
temperature the electrons can reach to Tel(t) = TI(0)
and assuming that the temperature dependence of the
parameters is otherwise weak we are led to
NP =
Cel[Tel(0)− TI(0)]
Q(∆t)−QPel − (∆t+ τr) JQext
. (52)
During each cycle a small amount of heat proportional to
α is transferred from the electrons into the impurity spin
system via spin flips. Thus, the efficiency of the cooling
process relies on a fast repetition such that NP ∼ 1/α
repetitions can be made faster than the T1 time.
The small parameter α = (ν0A)
2 is set by the ratio
of the coupling constant A and the Fermi energy, but ν0
contains also the ratio ne/nI of electron density ne over
impurity spin density nI [72–75]. The parameter is thus
highly dependent on the considered system and can vary
from very small α ∼ 10−10 as characteristic for nuclear
spins in bulk metals [50], to α ∼ 10−4 for paramagnetic
spins in correlated metals [76], and to α > 1 in magnetic
semiconductors [77, 78] which is, however, beyond the
validity of our approach.
As an example let us consider a semiconductor with
nuclear spins, e.g. GaAs, with A = 90 µeV and EF on
the order of meV, such that α ∼ 10−8. For such small α
a direct observation of the non-Markovian behaviour is
elusive but it provides a good illustration that the cooling
protocol could even then become useful. The correspond-
ing T1 = ~/4αpikBT is at T ∼ 0.1 mK on the order of
seconds. The suggested heat transfer protocol becomes
effective if we can repeat it NP ∼ 1/α times within the
T1 time. Thus, the maximum time ∆t+ τr between two
pulses should be limited by ∆t+τr < αT1 ∼ 10 ns, which
means that both ∆t and τr can be on the order of 10 ns.
Recall that τ0 in Eq. (48) is given by ~/ξ ∼ ~/EF ,
which is in the picosecond range, times an exponential.
The latter is then allowed to grow to 103− 104 such that
the requirement on the exponent Qr/|4αQzρ0| is not too
stringent. Furthermore a re-initialisation time τr ∼ 10 ns
is short but not beyond the reach of modern experimental
techniques. We must also recall that it corresponds to a
re-initialisation of a tiny decay of amplitude α such that
the limiting factor will be given by the electronics for the
repetition rate rather than the physical manipulation of
the spin.
Moreover tuning α to larger values works in favour of
this cooling protocol. Instead of influencing α through
EF we can also substantially enhance it by considering
different materials as outlined above. Values of α ∼ 1
can become rather common but we must emphasise that
our theory depends on the smallness of α and that at the
resulting small T1 times the standard cooling techniques
may remain more effective.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we discussed a unifying analytical ap-
proach to non-equilibrium quantum thermodynamics, co-
herent non-Markovian evolution, and backaction from
the system on the bath for quantum spins embedded
in an electron conductor. We addressed three goals in
particular: (i) The presentation of a general framework
allowing us to obtain the full dynamics of a spin system
in a bath with non-Markovian memory effects; (ii) the
application when the bath is an itinerant fermionic sys-
tem; and (iii) the proposition of a cooling protocol based
on the temperature insensitive non-Markovian quantum
fluctuations. The development of the framework was
based on a careful expansion of the generalised master
equation for the spin’s density matrix and on an extrac-
tion of the physical consequences from the pole structure
in the complex Laplace space. The memory effect arising
from the backaction of the fermionic system on the spin
dynamics is indeed governed by the coherent excitations
of the fermionic bath, which each are represented by one
of the poles. The collective of the poles then defines the
non-Markovian dynamics, and we have presented a sys-
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tematic method for accessing the dynamics. This method
is limited to a small coupling strength between the spin
and the bath degrees of freedom, encoded in the param-
eter α defined in Eq. (18). But the method is not limited
to the considered fermionic system, and an extension of
this work to strongly correlated systems will be of special
interest. In the latter systems the internal interactions
lead to strong time correlations and therefore to an en-
hanced non-Markovian contribution to the spin dynam-
ics. An analysis of the memory effects will thus provide
a time resolved access to the strong correlation physics.
As an archetype for a correlated response we have con-
sidered the example of a free itinerant electron gas. Such
an electron gas resembles a critical correlated system in
the sense that its quantum and thermal fluctuations are
governed by a small number of parameters, here the elec-
tron temperature T and the Fermi energy EF . For such
an electronic bath we have provided an explicit solution
to the full free induction decay of the spin system, cross-
ing over from the initial fast non-Markovian decay to
the conventional Markovian exponential decay. The lat-
ter is characterised by the times T1 and T2, whereas the
non-Markovian decay occurs on the much shorter elec-
tronic thermal time and remains detectable at longer
times through the initial slip, the systematic offset of
the Markovian decay from the expected initial value at
time zero.
At short times the non-Markovian decay is tempera-
ture independent and determined entirely by quantum
fluctuations. Since this decay can be tuned to transport
heat from the electron to the spin system we have finally
proposed a cooling protocol based on a repeated trig-
gering of the non-Markovian decay by re-initialisations.
Such a method could overcome the diverging time scale
T1 ∝ 1/αT that limits the efficiency of adiabatic demag-
netisation cooling. Although the method is probably not
suitable to concurrence with the standard cooling meth-
ods for bulk metals, we have provided an estimate that
it could become effective in cooling semiconductor struc-
tures. For semiconductors the T1 times are much longer
and are responsible for the bottleneck that has prevented
experiments from reaching electron temperatures below
a millikelvin so far.
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Appendix A: Master equation for reduced density
matrix
To gain access to the temporal correlations or memory
effects we use the projection operator method [44, 45]. In
the following, we provide a short derivation of Eq. (7) in
the main text. Starting point is the Nakashima-Zwanzig
equation, a generalised exact master equation for the den-
sity matrix ρ(t)
d
dt
Pρ(t) = −iPLPρ(t)− i
∫ t
0
dt′Σ(t− t′)ρ(t′), (A1)
with the memory kernel Σ(t − t′) . The superoperator
L is the Liouvillian defined by the Hamiltonian H, i.e.
LO = [H,O] for any operator O. The memory kernel,
Σ(t− t′) = −iPLQe−iQL(t−t′)LP, (A2)
captures the whole history of the system up to time t.
The projection operators P and Q obey P + Q = 1,
P 2 = P , Q2 = Q and PQ = 0. We choose the projec-
tion operator P as PO = ρel ⊗ Trel [O], with ρel the
equilibrium density matrix of the bath. The trace over
the bath degrees of freedom Trel[·] defines the reduced
density matrix describing the spin system ρI = Trel [ρ].
Splitting the Hamiltonian into H = H0 + Hint, we can
write the Liouvillian L = L0+Lint accordingly. Then, the
first term in Eq. (A1) including L0, which describes the
eigendynamics of the spin system, drops out due to the
choice of the rotating frame of reference. The part con-
taining PLintP = 0 since the system is spin conserving
and does not acquire a net magnetic moment. Using the
definition of the projector P leads to the master equation
Eq. (7) solved in the main text for the reduced density
matrix ρI
d
dt
ρI(t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt′ ΣI (t− t′) ρI(t′), (A3)
with the reduced memory kernel
ΣI(t− t′) = −iTrel
[
Le−iQL(t−t
′)QLintρel
]
. (A4)
To solve the master equation in Eq. (A3) for the full
time evolution we analyse it in Laplace space. The
Laplace transform of the generalised master equation,
f(t)→ f˜(s) = ∫∞
0
dt e−tsf(t), with Re(s) > 0, is given
by
ρ˜I(s) =
[
s1 + iΣ˜I(s)
]−1
ρI(t = 0), (A5)
with the identity operator 1 and the Laplace transform
of the reduced memory kernel Σ˜I(s) is
Σ˜I(s) = −iTrel
[
L (s1 + iQL)−1QLintρel
]
. (A6)
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The operator (s1 + iLQ)−1 obeys a Schwinger-Dyson
equation and iteration of this identity provides an ex-
pansion in powers of the interacting part Lint of the full
Liouvillian [38, 45]
(s1 + iQL)−1 =
∞∑
n=0
(s1 +QL0)
−1
[
−iQLint (s1 + iQL0)−1
]n
. (A7)
For odd n the corresponding term in the memory kernel
Σ˜I(s) is zero since the Hamiltonian H0 is spin-conserving.
In the main text we used the Born approximation up to
second order in the interaction. This corresponds to the
first term in the series expansion in Eq. (A7).
Appendix B: Expression for the memory kernel Σ˜(s)
Assuming spin-1/2 for the impurity spin, every opera-
tor O can be decomposed in the basis of the spin system
spanned by {I↑, I↓, I−, I+}. The operator O can then be
written as
O = o01 + o↑I↑ + o↓I↓ + o+I− + o−I+, (B1)
Using the impurity spin basis in the rotating frame of
reference, the superoperators, [L0], [Lint], [Σ˜(s)], can be
expressed as a 4× 4 matrix. Here, we denote the matrix
representation of the superoperators with [·]. To find
expressions for the superoperators, we use lower case op-
erators which act only on the bath. The Hamiltonian for
the bath can then be written as H0 = h0 ⊗ 1I . For the
interacting part we decompose the spin-spin interaction
Hint = h↑I↑ + h↓I↓ + h+I− + h−I+. (B2)
In the case of the spin-spin interaction discussed here
Hint = AS · I the bath operators are h↑ = −h↓ =
±ASz/2 = hz and h± = 2AS±. Within the basis of
the spin-1/2, {I↑, I↓, I−, I+}, the interaction part of the
Liouvillian [Lint] is given by
[Lint] =

L−hz 0 h
L
− −hR+
0 −L−hz −hR− hL+
hL+ −hR+ −L+hz 0−hR− hL− 0 L+hz
 . (B3)
Here, superscript − refers to the commutator,
L−hzo = [hz, o], and the superscript + to the anti-
commutator,L+hzo = {hz, o}. L, R denote if the op-
erator acts from the left- or right-hand side. Finally, the
memory kernel within the spin system’s basis can be ex-
pressed as
[
Σ˜I(s)
]
=
 F1 −F2 0 0−F1 F2 0 00 0 F− + Fz 0
0 0 0 F+ + Fz
 . (B4)
The entries of the memory kernel F1,2,z,±(s) with
Re(s) > 0 are the Laplace transforms of spin-spin cor-
relation functions
F1(s) =
2A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st Re [〈S−,0(t)S+,0(0)〉] , (B5)
F2(s) =
2A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st Re [〈S+,0(t)S−,0(0)〉] , (B6)
F−(s) =
A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st〈{S+,0(t), S−,0(0)}〉, (B7)
F+(s) =
A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st〈{S−,0(t), S+,0(0)}〉, (B8)
Fz(s) =
A2
2i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st〈{Sz,0(t), Sz,0(0)}〉, (B9)
for t ≥ 0. For a system with SU(2) symmetry all these
expressions are equal, and an example for such a situation
is the simple Fermi gas considered in the main text. But
it should be emphasised that the SU(2) symmetry of the
Fermi gas holds only in the laboratory frame since the
transformation to the rotating frame Eq. (2) explicitly
breaks it. For the evaluation of the fermionic correlators
it is therefore important to go back to the laboratory
frame, in which the latter equations become
F1(s) =
2A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−stRe
[
eib
I
zt〈S−,0(t)S+,0(0)〉lab
]
,
(B10)
F2(s) =
2A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−stRe
[
e−ib
I
zt〈S+,0(t)S−,0(0)〉lab
]
,
(B11)
F−(s) =
A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−(s+ib
I
z)t〈{S+,0(t), S−,0(0)}〉lab,
(B12)
F+(s) =
A2
i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−(s−ib
I
z)t〈{S−,0(t), S+,0(0)}〉lab,
(B13)
Fz(s) =
A2
2i
∫ ∞
0
dt e−st〈{Sz,0(t), Sz,0(0)}〉lab, (B14)
Here, bIz is the prefactor for the Zeeman term of the im-
purity spin in Eq. (1). Even with the underlying SU(2)
symmetry these functions are generally distinct, and only
at bIz = 0 the SU(2) symmetry of the Fermi gas will cause
F1(s) = F2(s) = F±(s) = Fz(s).
Appendix C: Spin-spin correlator for a Fermi gas
To calculate the Laplace transform of the spin-spin cor-
relation functions Eqs. (B5) to (B9) we rewrite each spin
S as
S =
∑
kk′σσ′
c†kστσ,σ′ck′σ′ , (C1)
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where ckσ are the electron operators and τ = (τ
x, τy, τz)
is the vector of Pauli matrices. Let us focus first
on the zero field case, bIz = 0, in which from the
SU(2) symmetry of the Fermi gas it follows that
F1(s) = F2(s) = F±(s) = Fz(s). This allows us to
restrict the calculation to Fz(s), which for the Fermi gas
is given by
Fz(s) =
A2
2i
a2d
(2pi)d
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ts
×
∑
kk′σ
[
ei(k−k′ )t〈c†kσckσ〉〈ck′σc†k′σ〉+ c.c.
]
. (C2)
In this expression the sum runs over all k, k′ within
the first Brioullin zone with the d dimensional unit
cell volume a2d, and σ is the spin index. To evaluate
the k summations we introduce the density of states
ν() = ad|ddk/d|/(2pi)d and integrate over  instead.
To capture the important physics about the Fermi en-
ergy EF without being troubled by the non-universal
high energy contributions near the band edges we write
the density of states as ν() = ν0 exp (−||/ξ0) where we
choose to set the zero of  to the Fermi energy, and where
ξ0 ∼ EF is a high energy cutoff. This approximation
maintains a constant ν() = ν0 near the Fermi surface but
the exponential provides a finite bandwidth ξ0 without
introducing high energy artefacts. As a consequence all
non-universal (very short time) behaviour that depends
on the structure of the entire band will be absorbed in
the ξ0, and the ξ0 independent part of the response func-
tion represents the universal low-energy physics. Further
corrections of order ξ−10 will be neglected. It is then con-
venient to introduce the function
F (s) = − 1
ν20
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ts
∫
d ν()eitf()
×
∫
d′ ν(′)e−i
′t[1− f(′)]
= −
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ts
[∫
d e−||/ξ0eitf()
]2
, (C3)
where f() is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. For the last
identity we have used that when  is measured off the
Fermi surface that ν() = ν(−) and f(−) = 1 − f().
With f() = [1 + exp(/kBT )]
−1 the energy integration
leads to
F (s) = −
∫ ∞
0
dt e−ts
(pikBT )
2
sin2
(
pikBT (it+ ξ
−1
0 )
) . (C4)
The cutoff ξ0 regularises the short time divergence of the
remaining time integral associated with the non-universal
high energy sector, and the ξ0 independent contribution
encodes the universal low energy physics. As mentioned
we neglect in the remaining time integral all orders ξ−10
or smaller. We then obtain
F (s) = iξ0 − pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
, (C5)
where ψ(z) is the digamma function, and ξ is a slight
renormalisation of ξ0 absorbing the constant ψ(1)/2 in
the logarithm. For the response function Fz this F con-
tributes the first term of the commutator of Eq. (B9).
The second term has a reverse time evolution in the
expectation values leading to e−it instead of eit in
Eq. (C3). As a result the integral evaluates to the same
F (s) as in Eq. (C5) but with a conjugation in the cut-
off iξ0 → −iξ0. To avoid any ambiguity we define the
function
G(s) = F (s)|iξ0→−iξ0 = −iξ0 − pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
−iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
. (C6)
In terms of F and G we then have
Fz(s) = iα
[
F (s) +G(s)
]
, (C7)
where α = (ν0A)
2 is the small dimensionless coupling
parameter.
Notice that all correlation functions are of the form
F +G with various arguments (see below), and therefore
the non-universal terms ±iξ0 always cancel and the only
dependence on the cutoff remains in the logarithms. This
allows us to drop the ±iξ0 and use henceforth
F (s) = −pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
, (C8)
G(s) = −pikBT
+ s
[
ln
(
2pikBT
−iξ
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s
2pikBT
)]
, (C9)
Since for the free Fermi gas at zero magnetic field
Fz = F1 = F2 = F±, Eq. (C7) provides all spin-
spin correlators. For a finite field bIz 6= 0 we have seen
through Eqs. (B10) to (B14) that we can still express the
correlators in terms of the SU(2) symmetric laboratory
frame, which means in terms of F (s) and G(s), however
with arguments s that are shifted by ±ibIz as follows,
F1(s) = iα
[
F
(
s− ibIz
)
+G
(
s+ ibIz
)]
, (C10)
F2(s) = iα
[
F
(
s+ ibIz
)
+G
(
s− ibIz
)]
, (C11)
F−(s) = iα
[
F
(
s+ ibIz
)
+G
(
s+ ibIz
)]
= Fz
(
s+ ibIz
)
, (C12)
F+(s) = iα
[
F
(
s− ibIz
)
+G
(
s− ibIz
)]
= Fz
(
s− ibIz
)
, (C13)
Fz(s) = iα [F (s) +G(s)] . (C14)
Notice that only Fz remains unchanged from the zero
field expression. Notice furthermore that because of the
different cutoffs ±iξ in F and G the two correlators F1(s)
and F2(s) are different. Due to this we obtain the correct
equilibrium magnetisation ρeqz derived in Eq. (D2).
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Appendix D: Markov poles
The full time evolution for the reduced density ma-
trix is given by Eqs. (14) and (15) which are evaluated
through the sum over the residues at the poles of the in-
tegrands. One of the poles of ρz is always trivial, s = 0,
and leads to the long time equilibrium value. The remain-
ing poles can be split in one Markov pole and an infinite
number of non-Markovian poles. In this appendix we
evaluate the Markov pole for the different components of
the reduced density matrix.
For the longitudinal component ρz(s) we split off the
s = 0 pole, allowing us to write
ρz(s) =
1
s
F2(0)− F1(0)
F1(0) + F2(0)
+
ρ0 − F2(0)−F1(0)F1(0)+F2(0)
s+ iF1(s) + iF2(s)
. (D1)
The first term produces in Eq. (14) a time indepen-
dent contribution and hence the equilibrium value ρeqz
obtained in the long time limit t→∞. Using the results
of Appendix C we obtain
ρeqz =
F2(0)− F1(0)
F1(0) + F2(0)
= − tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
, (D2)
corresponding indeed to the conventional magnetisation
of a magnetic moment in a magnetic field.
The second pole of ρz responsible for the dynamics is
located at
sMz =− 4αpikBT
+ 2αibIz
[
ψ
(
1 +
ibIz
2pikBT
)
− ψ
(
1− ib
I
z
2pikBT
)]
=− 2α b
I
z
tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
) , (D3)
where for the second equality we have used the identity
2Imψ(1 + ix) = −1/x + pi/ tanh(pix) [79, §5.4.18]. For
the transverse components ρ±(t) the Markov poles sit at
sM± = −4αpikBT
∓ i2αbIz
[
2 ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
+ ψ
(
1 +
s∓ ibIz
2pikBT
)]
, (D4)
where ξ′ is a slightly shifted cutoff that absorbs a con-
stant ψ(1) contribution. The residues for these poles sMz,±
are
Res
(
sMz
)
=
es
M
z t
1− 4α
{
ln
(
2pikBT
ξ
)
+ Re
[
ψ
(
1 +
ibIz
2pikBT
)]} ,
(D5)
Res
(
sM±
)
=
es
M
± t
1− 2α
[
2 ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
+ ψ
(
1∓ ibIz2pikBT
)] .
(D6)
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FIG. 9. The function h defined in Eq. (E8) in the two limits
of bIz < αpikBT (purple, dashed) and b
I
z > αpikBT (orange).
The real part of the pole sMz,± defines the relaxation time
T1 for the longitudinal component ρz of Eq. (14) and the
decoherence time T2 for the transverse component ρ± of
Eq. (15) for the Markovian part of the decay (reintroduc-
ing ~ in the following expressions)
T1 =
−1
sMz
=
~
2αpibIz
tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
, (D7)
T2 =
−1
Re
[
sM±
] = ~ tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
2αpikBT tanh
(
bIz
2kBT
)
+ αpibIz
. (D8)
These results are reported in Eqs. (29) and (30) in the
main text. Since sM± is complex it causes oscillations in
addition to the exponential decay, the spin’s precession in
the magnetic field. Writing s± = − 1T2 + iω± we capture
this precession in the phase factors
ω± = Im
[
sM±
]
= ∓2αb
I
z
~
{
ln
(
2pikBT
ξ′
)
+ Re
[
ψ
(
1∓ ib
I
z
2pikBT
)]}
.
(D9)
Combining all the results leads to the Markovian decay of
the reduced density matrix stated in Eqs. (32) and (33).
Appendix E: Non-Markovian poles
Apart from the isolated Markov pole we expect to find
an array of poles close to the poles of the digamma func-
tion ψ. Using the series expansion for ψ(1 + z),
ψ(1 + z) = −γ +
∑
n≥1
z
n(z + n)
, (E1)
we see that the poles lie at negative integers z = −n.
Again, we solve s + iF1(s) + iF2(s) = 0 up to O(α).
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For bIz = 0 the digamma function to investigate is
ψ(1 + s/2kBT ) and therefore we seek poles of the form
sn = −2pikBTn + p, where n ≥ 1 is an integer and p is
a small correction. Using the expansion of Eq. (E1) we
find to order α that p is independent of n and given by
p = −8αpikBT. (E2)
The residue corresponding to sn is, to order α,
Res (sn) =
4α
n
esnt =
4α
n
e−2pikBT (n+4α)t. (E3)
Here and for the remainder of this appendix we set the
constant amplitudes [ρz(t = 0) − ρeqz ] = ρ±(t = 0) = 1
and reintroduce them only in the final results.
The sum over all residues provides the non-Markovian
time evolution. Since at bIz = 0 the evolution of ρz(t)
and ρ±(t) through Eqs. (14) and (15) is identical we find
that (reintroducing ~)
ρnMz (t) = ρ
nM
± (t) =
∑
n≥1
4α
n
e−2pikBT (n+4α)t/~
= −4αe−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT
)
, (E4)
where τT = ~/2kBT is the thermal time.
For bIz > 0 we have to investigate in addition combi-
nations with the shifted digamma functions ψ(1 + (s ±
ibIz)/2kBT ). Each pole splits now into two and we must
distinguish between the different bIz dependences for ρz
and ρ±. If we start with ρz we write the pair of poles
near −2pikBTn as szn,r = −2pikBTn + pzr , where r = ±
and
pzr = −4αpikBT + r
√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2. (E5)
The two corresponding residues become
Res
(
szn,r
)
=
2α
n
es
z
n,rt
[
1− r 4αpikBT√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
]
.
(E6)
The limit bIz = 0 is correctly recovered since one of the
residues then vanishes. The summation over all n pro-
vides then the non-Markovian evolution of ρz,
ρnMz (t) =
∑
n≥1
∑
r=±
2α
n
es
z
n,rt
[
1− r 4αpikBT√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
]
= −4αe−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT
)
h(t, bIz), (E7)
where we have defined
h(t, bIz) = cosh
(
t
~
√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
)
− 4αpikBT√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
sinh
(
t
~
√
(4αpikBT )2 − (bIz)2
)
.
(E8)
Reintroducing now the amplitude [ρz(t = 0) − ρeqz ] we
obtain the result
ρnMz (t) = −4αe−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT
)
× h(t, bIz)[ρz(t = 0)− ρeqz ]. (E9)
For ρ± the only difference is that the arguments s + ibIz
and s−ibIz of the digamma function terms are replaced by
s and s ∓ ibIz. This is exactly the same situation under
the change of bIz → bIz/2 and a shift of s by ∓ibIz/2.
Consequently, by exactly the same analysis,
ρnM± (t) = −4αe±ib
I
zt/2~e−4αt/τT ln
(
1− e−t/τT
)
× h(t, bIz/2)ρ±(t = 0). (E10)
The behaviour of h(t, bIz) on time scales relevant to
the non-Markovian decay is shown in Fig. 9. For
bIz < 4αpikBT it contributes to the exponential decay but
for larger magnetic field it becomes oscillating with the
frequency 1~
√
(bIz)
2 − (4αpikBT )2 which at large fields or
low T saturates at the nuclear cyclotron frequency bIz/~.
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